WELCOME
to the Hollywood Bowl’s 2018 catering guide!
Give your guests the experience of a lifetime
when you host your special event at the iconic
Hollywood Bowl under the starry Los Angeles sky.
The selection of venues within the Bowl is perfect
for events of all sizes, from intimate gatherings
to elaborate affairs. Additionally, menu packages
are available for a wide array of palates and price
ranges. Our experienced staff will be with you
each step of the way to make the planning process
simple, organized, and structured to ensure the
outcome is just as you envision.

We understand how important life’s special events
are, and it would be a pleasure to host yours at
the Hollywood Bowl. Contact our catering sales
manager today to get the planning process started!

The Hollywood Bowl is honored to be the 2018 West
Region Catersource ACE Award recipient in the Catering
category. The ACE Awards showcase those distinguished
caterers and event planners from around the globe
who have worked tirelessly to exceed client and guest
expectations by putting on cutting-edge events.
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VENUE OPTIONS

CATERING SALES MANAGER
Hollywood Bowl Food + Wine
2301 N. Highland Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90068

T: 323 850 6630
E: events@hbfoodandwine.com

FEATURING THE CULINARY EXCELLENCE OF SUZANNE GOIN AND CAROLINE
STYNE OF CELEBRATED LOCAL RESTAURANTS LUCQUES,
A.O.C., TAVERN, AND THE LARDER.

MUSEUM
TERRACE

THE BACKYARD
AT THE BOWL

MUSEUM
GARDEN

THE VOLUNTEERS’
COTTAGE

Adjacent to the Hollywood
Bowl Museum, the Museum
Terrace is the most open
event location at the Bowl
and is ideal for high-profile
corporate events.

This open-air restaurant
is located at the
entrance to the first
promenade and is a
convenient destination
for a reception after a
concert.

This lovely garden
area is enclosed by
a wooden fence and
features a small stage
for entertainment.

This charming cottage is
tucked into the hills above
the Odin parking lot and
offers a two-tiered picnic
area for casual outdoor
events.

Reception: 300
Seating Capacity: 150

Reception: 75
Seating Capacity: 50

Reception: 400
Seating Capacity: 200

Reception: 225
Seating Capacity: 125

CAMROSE
GARDEN

MUSEUM
PATIO

THE WINE BAR
by a.o.c.

BOX OFFICE
ROOFTOP

This beautifully landscaped
walled garden features a
gorgeous gazebo, making
it an ideal location for
weddings, large corporate
events, and intimate
picnics.

This Frank Gehry structure
is rich in ambiance and
nostalgia, encompassing
the magic that makes the
Hollywood Bowl so special
and offers the perfect
space for a pre- or postperformance reception.

The Wine Bar by a.o.c.
is a sophisticated
environment to dine
al fresco and indulge
in small plates and
a dynamic-yetapproachable curated
wine program.

A picturesque setting in the
heart of the Bowl, nestled
above the box office and
Plaza Marketplace.

Reception: 500
Seating Capacity: 300

Reception: 200
Seating Capacity: 120

Reception: 2,000
Seating Capacity: 1,000

Reception: 200
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MUSEUM GARDEN
The Museum Garden is a private garden area
enclosed by a wooden fence, adjacent to the
first floor of the Hollywood Bowl Museum. This
area includes a small stage for entertainment,
and is a short walk up the hill to the Box
Office Plaza. This very charming area can
accommodate 150 seated guests and up to
300 for reception-style entertaining.

RECEPTION: 300
SEATED: 150
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MUSEUM GARDEN
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MUSEUM PATIO
The Museum Patio is a covered structure
rich in ambiance and nostalgia. Designed by
Frank Gehry, this patio speaks to the magic
that makes the Hollywood Bowl so special.
It is conveniently located near the Museum
and the Box Office Plaza. The Patio can
accommodate up to 300 seated guests and
500 guests for occasions that do not require
seating for everyone.

RECEPTION: 500
SEATED: 300

NCE

ENTRA
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MUSEUM PATIO
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MUSEUM TERRACE
This is the most desired location at the
Hollywood Bowl for special events. The
Museum Terrace can accommodate 200
people for a sit-down or buffet dinner. For
receptions not requiring seating for everyone,
the Terrace can comfortably hold 400 people.
This space is visible to all patrons attending
performances and is a great place for
corporations to entertain their guests.

RECEPTION: 400
SEATED: 200
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MUSEUM TERRACE
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CAMROSE GARDEN
This beautifully landscaped garden area is
located adjacent to the Odin Parking lot
on Highland Avenue. Camrose Garden can
accommodate both small intimate groups and
large corporate events. By utilizing the entire
park, 1,000 guests can be seated and 2,000
guests can be accommodated for a receptionstyle event. In addition, a beautiful gazebo
further enhances the Camrose Garden,making
it an ideal location for weddings.
RECEPTION: 2,000
SEATED: 1,000
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